Gender and Waste Research-Action Project...Brief Report - Outline

- Timeline of the project
- Pictures of phase 1: participatory drafting
- Snapshot report of first workshop of phase two (in progress)
Gender Waste Project Timeline

- First talks with women
- Informal talks with women from Redesol & Cataunidos
- Half day workshop with women at Insea with women from Redesol & Cataunidos
- Feedback session at L&C Festival

Nicaragua meeting
Informal talks at the national women’s meeting in Curitiba
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Various meetings with women leaders - June 2012 till Aug 2012
Participatory project drafting - June – Sept 2012
Literature review: June-August 12
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Phase 1 – Participatory Drafting
Photos 2011- 2012

Meetings with Madalena 2011

National meeting of women in Curitiba 2012

Debate on gender at Rio+20 2012
Photos May 12 half –day workshop
Photos

Nicaragua

Informal talks at "Dechets et Citoyenneté« in Paris
Phase Two – Exploratory regional Workshops:

Workshop 1 – Metropolitan Region of Belo Horizonte 13 May, 2013
Warming up...Waste picker Tia Cleia welcomes women with poetry
Women introduce each other...
Session one: Women autonomy is....

“Women need to be united if they want to fulfill their potential” (Maria Aparecida)
...Autonomy: at home, sexuality, at the workplace, at the national movement
Autonomy’s Tree
Session: Feminilities and Masculinities...
Discussing differences men/women...
Closure: Working towards a gender workplan at the movement...

The women discussed at the closing session: difficulties/obstacles faced; habilities/knowledge required to fight these obstacles; changes within society as a whole and the movement in particular. The ensuing phases of this exploratory project were presented and the role of these women in bringing about changes towards gender equity.
Participant’s Reactions

• “When are we going to have more workshops like this?”
• “We need all our comrades to come...”
• “Enlightening, it opened my mind”
• “We felt welcomed by the team...”
• “We are connected to each other...”